Significant Events:

On the following dates/times Elsmere Bureau of Police officers handled the below incidents and seized the following drugs, money and/or weapons.

**August 21, 2021:**

**Pedestrian Stop Leads to Drug Arrest**

On Saturday, September 11, 2021, while on patrol in the Town of Elsmere, Officer Linde observed a pedestrian violation that took place in the same area where another pedestrian had been struck and killed several days prior. The pedestrian was then stopped in the area of South DuPont Road and South Cleveland Avenue, and identified as Deborah Tyler, 37, of Wilmington. During the course of the investigation, Officer Linde observed signs of criminal activity. Tyler was then found to be in possession of Vicodin prescription pills, and over a hundred Gabapentin prescription pills that did not belong to her. Additionally, Tyler was found to be in possession of heroin/fentanyl paraphernalia and 1.0 grams of marijuana.

Tyler was then arrested and charged with Possession of a Controlled Substance, Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, Possession of Marijuana, and a traffic violation. Tyler was then released.
August 28, 2021:

Unauthorized Use of a Motor Vehicle

On Thursday, September 12, 2021, Ptlm. Rosa observed a Blue Honda Civic driving westbound on Kirkwood Highway. After conducting a motor vehicle inquiry on the registration the officer discovered that the vehicle was flagged as stolen out of the City of Wilmington. Ptlm. Rosa conducted a vehicle stop and found Daniel Tiberi was the sole occupant of the vehicle. Tiberi was wanted by WPD for "Unauthorized Use" of the same Honda Civic he was currently operating. Tiberi was also found to be in possession of approximately 83.7 grams of marijuana.

Tiberi was charged with Possession of Marijuana and arraigned on a capias for the Unauthorized Use of a Motor Vehicle. Tiberi was released with a total of $2000.00 unsecured bail for both charges.